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Technical Rider  

One at a time – Cie BewegGrund & Alessandro Schiattarella 

 
If there are any concerns regarding the points below, please do not hesitate to contact us. We 
will work with you on a workable solution. 
 
People on tour: 7 dancers, 1 technician, 1 choreographer, 1 artistic director / tour 

manager 
Duration of piece: 50 minutes 
 
Stage: 
stage: Flat, no traps, not raked!!!! 

The audience is sitting on platforms (risers) and on small grand stands 
on all four sides of the "stage" It's not possible to dance on a raised 
stage. 

Stage size: incl. grand stand 14x18m optimal or depending on the venue. 
Grid height: 6-7m optimal or min. 4m.  
Black dance floor: Just needed if floor is in bad condition or not black. 
 
Scenery/Props: 
Floor Cushions Please provide cushions for the audience  
 
Light: 
Light desk: Programmable with cues, fade times, follows etc. 
Dimmers: 48x dimmer channels (we need 42 separated dimmer-channels for our 

lights. The other channels are for entrance lights, signs for dancers etc.  
Light: We tour the complete lighting equipment for the stage. That means we 

bring non-dimmable light bulbs with 5m wire and euro plugs T29. They 
will be hanged 2,8m above stage in a big matrix at the grid. If you have 
conventional dimmers you have to plug a additional load (ballast) of at 
least 30W, better 60W on each dimmer channel!!  
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Sound: 
Sound desk: Midas Venice 160 or Mackie 1404 or similar, as per agreement 
 Min. 2 mic in and 1 aux return on a channelfader. 
 Minijack for computer. 
PA: Above every grandstand (platform/tribune) we need a full range 

speaker that fills the opposite grandstand with sound. One of those 4 
speakers has to be hanged 2.2 m above the floor, that means lower than 
the others. This helps our blind dancer to orientate himself on stage. 

 We might. need a subwoofer under the grandstand. 
Microphones etc.: We bring 2 Shure Beta 58 wireless senders and receivers.  
 (Frequency: 662-686 MHz) incl. cables. Please make shure if this 

frequency  is approved in your city/country. 
 We also bring a delay-pedal. 
 
Operators’ desks: The light desk is situated directly on the uppermost floor of the 

grandstand, without table. The sounddesk is situated on the same level  
on the opposite  grandstand.  

 
Planning: 
Build-up day: We need sufficient staff to build up the dancefloor, the grandstands, the 

sound, and the positions of the light bulbs, incl. preparing the plugs, 
additional load and the patch. 

Performance day: Hanging of the light bulbs, programming, warm-up, rehearsal, 
performance 

 
Dressing rooms: For 7 dancers (one in a wheelchair). Well heated and with water access. 

We appreciate a little catering. 
Notes: Please contact us, if any of the required material or equipment above is 

not available. 
 Please provide photos and plans of your space, preferably in formats 

dwg or Vector Works. 
 
Contact: 
Kathrin Walde Barbara Widmer  
Tourmanager Technical director 
info@kathrinwalde.ch barbarawidmer@bluewin.ch 
+41 76 558 28 13 +41 79 713 82 21 
 

 


